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The Role of the Parent Reader

‘We learn to read so that we may read to learn, but
more important is to learn a love of reading.’
Your role as a supportive adult is too…



To promote a love of reading



To support children progress in their reading fluency



Inspire confidence in the children
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The 3 Key Elements of Reading



Decoding – the building blocks of
reading



Reading Fluency – the accuracy and
pace of reading



Comprehension – understanding
meaning and making inferences from
the text
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Decoding - using phonics to
support children when reading.


All reading is built upon the ability to identify graphemes by matching
them to a phoneme.



If a child is struggling to read a word that can be ‘sounded out’,
encourage the children to use their ‘sound buttons’ and ‘blending’
skills.



Break the word down into its individual sounds:



A phoneme can be represented by 1,2,3 or even 4 letters.



If a word cannot be sounded out, it is a ‘tricky word’ as the word is not
following the rules of English spelling.
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Schwa
A schwa is the adding of ‘uh’ onto the end of letter sounds.
We must use the true pronunciation of sounds when modelling
to the children.
True phoneme

Schwa

/m/

/muh/

/s/

/suh/

/r/

/ruh/

/l/

/luh/

A schwa can hinder
children’s ability to blend
and segment words.
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Colour Band Books
Children in Reception and Key Stage 1, will
read ‘Colour Band Books’.
These are books that are decodable and
aimed to match the delivery of phonics
learning.
It is important not to compare children’s
bands as the aim is not to ‘get through
them’ as quickly as possible.
Avoid phrases like – ‘well done you’ve gone
UP to xxx’ – especially as you may be
working with children who are new to
English or lacking confidence.
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Example: KS1 & EY Reading Book

It is perfectly normal for children in Reception to
use the sounds for the letters. Model and
encourage them to blend the sounds.
c – a – t  cat
Students can use their robot arms.
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Reading Records

Reading Record Comments:
• What the child did well.
• What to continue practising.



Does the child read with: pleasure, enthusiasm, expression, fluency,
confidence, stamina, rhythm, understanding, pace etc?



Does the child talk about what they have read?



Are there any phonic sounds/tricky words the child is regularly getting
stuck on?
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Reception / KS1 Reading Strategies
Each parent reader will have a reading
strategies sheet available when reading. This
has comprehension question prompts to
support the students’ understanding of the
text.
It also suggest some decoding strategies for
reading words.


Sound it out



Clap out the syllables



Look for smaller words inside bigger ones



Use the pictures to help blend
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Tips for Aiding Children Whilst
Reading


Encourage the child to use the pictures/their knowledge of the story to
take a guess.



Ask: Does that make sense? Check the text and read it again.



Give the child the word and allow them to carry on.



Don’t correct all misread words, particularly if the word makes sense in
the context.



Read a paragraph and have the child read the same paragraph
immediately after.



Share the reading, taking one page each.
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Before you start reading…



If the book is new to the child, talk about what you can infer about it.



If the child has already started reading the book, ask them to ‘fill you in’.



Take the time to look at the front cover of the book together.



This can be used across all key stages as a simple but effective comprehension
activity.



Look at the front cover of the book:


What is the book called?



Relate to their experiences.



What do you think it will be about?



Talk about words used e.g. What is a diary?
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Comprehension - Questioning

For more confident readers…


Allow the child to read 2-3 pages of the book without questioning
them. This will give the child time to get into the flow of decoding.



Questions to ask during a story:





What has happened in the story so far?



Who is your favourite character and why?



Why do you think… did that?



What do you think will happen next?



Do you have any questions?

Questions to ask during a non-fiction book:


What have you found most interesting?



What do you still want to find out?
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Comprehension - Questioning
If a child finishes a book whilst they are with you,
you can ask them summative comprehension
questions.


Is this book similar to any other books you have
read?



Did any of the characters learn something in this
story?



Why do you think……did……?



Did you learn anything from this book/story?



Did the story remind you of anything from your life?



Did the story remind you of anything else you’ve
read?



If the author/character was here now, what would
you ask them?



What rating would you give the book any why?
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Safeguarding & Confidentiality


Confidentiality – not to share anything about any child with anyone
outside of school. It is important that nothing is shared about the child you
are reading with, or any other child you may encounter whilst in the
school.



Not to compare children – the aim is not to ‘get through’ the colour
bands



Avoid phrases like – ‘well done you’ve gone UP to xxx’ – especially as
you may be working with children who are new to English, lacking
confidence etc.



Other parents may ask you questions once they know you are in school.
Please direct them to Class Teacher – this is the same message for
staff who are also parents.



Any safeguarding concerns to be reported to Rachel or SLT
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Next steps…


A sign-up Google Document will be shared for you to sign up with the
following:


Your availability



Your preference for year group



Your willingness to help in other year groups



Please ensure you have completed the document by Friday, 19th
November.



You will be contacted once we have matched preference and
availability with the classes.



Once you have been allocated to a class, you will be instructed to
apply for a DBS check via the school office.
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Questions?
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